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My Lexus Is a Drive-In Movie Theater
To a daughter's delight, a parent turns her vehicle into a
movie-theater experience

After raising my daughter for eight years, I have this to say about parenting: one should never
underestimate the power of bonding over a screen.

I realize this may be a controversial view in an era where most parents, myself included, are doing
their best to smartly balance their children’s screen time. But I admit it: I relish screens because I love
watching movies with my daughter. Sometime it’s under blankets on Friday nights, sometimes it’s in
packed movie theaters on Saturday afternoons, and sometimes it’s in front of my phone laughing over
age-appropriate movie trailers.

Lately though, I’ve been thinking about a few things. The first is something we parents are also doing
our best to manage, and that’s our kids’ hyper-busy schedules (often ramping up in the
post-kindergarten years and then gaining intensity in direct proportion to their ages). This usually
amounts to abundant car time at near-peak congestion periods, and we do this because ferrying kids
between myriad activities is one way we help them discover their personal talents.

But this transportation time also has me thinking: navigating daily traffic in my Lexus LX—with me
focusing on the road and my daughter in the backseat—isn’t always true parent-child together time
(although my daughter generally loves it, thanks to what I consider the most handy optional feature
ever created for heavy-traffic days, the Rear-Seat Entertainment System*).

So it was in just such a situation recently—me trying not to scowl at a long red light and my daughter
happily chilling in the back seat with some short video entertainment—that something occurred to me:
we’re sitting in a vehicle that’s far more than a premium transportation device between afternoon
activities. With its comfy rear seats, screens in the back, and ability to reach pleasant outdoor
backdrops, this LX is also a private, mobile drive-in movie theater, something for two film buffs to
enjoy together in the back-seat space—parked of course.

And to allow this car to demonstrate its drive-in-theater capabilities, all I had to do was pick a date,



And to allow this car to demonstrate its drive-in-theater capabilities, all I had to do was pick a date,
time, and location. It’s the small things that can make a lasting memory, so I decided to go all out by
ordering some theater-style popcorn buckets online, then popping a few gallons of popcorn on a
subsequent (not to mention drizzly) Saturday afternoon. To this I added our favorite film beverage
(lemonade) and some choice options from our extensive DVD library.

Watching me pull this together, my daughter found my actions to be a little strange, especially when
she asked where we were going. To the park, I coyly answered as the popcorn jumped around the
pot (I had wanted my mobile-drive-in brainstorm to be a surprise). But when my daughter skeptically
glanced toward the sogginess outside, I couldn’t help myself and blurted the whole awesome plan.

My daughter, as expected, whooped with delight and darted upstairs. When she returned 15 minutes
later, she handed me two hand-drawn movie tickets, which I pronounced to be a perfect addition to
the outing. But because my hands were semi-full with the items of the day, I quickly stuffed them in
my pocket.

Thirty minutes later, still under sodden skies, we pulled into a quiet parking space facing the leafy
canopy of our favorite local park. I joined my daughter in the back seat, where we cued up the movie
choice, covered ourselves in a big fuzzy blanket, and dug into our popcorn and lemonade for the next
two hours.

By movie’s end, the sun had made an appearance, so we untangled ourselves to grab some
playground time. It wasn’t until after my daughter scaled the top of the climbing structure to yell her
usual look at me, look at me that I remembered to look closer at the colorfully homemade movie stubs.
They both had the same message:

“Please do not throw this ticket away. It’s good forever because it’s for spending time with my mom
doing fun things like today.”

Very carefully I tucked the slips away so they wouldn’t get damaged. I planned to use them at least a
million more times.

By Evelyn Strauss

 

[Legal Disclaimers]

[1] A single-disc DVD player is included. A separate DVD player or game system utilizing the center
console's video/audio inputs is required in order to use the split-screen function of the dual-screen
system.
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Car Care: Buffing and Waxing Your Car
Buffing, waxing help keep your car looking shiny and new

To keep your car’s paint job looking shiny and new, it’s a good idea to buff and wax it regularly. Doing
this will also preserve the value of your car and save you money by reducing the need for more
serious maintenance later on.

What’s the difference between
buffing and waxing?

Buffing and waxing are often
discussed together, but they
accomplish different things for a
car. Buffing generally comes first
and only needs to be done once a
year or so, while waxing should be
done more often — about every
three months, according to Ben
Murphy of Popular Mechanics.
Murphy also writes that buffing
helps restore lightly scratched or
weathered surfaces by removing a
thin layer of damaged paint.
Meanwhile, waxing protects a car’s
paint job and helps restore the
initial clear coat, resulting in a
smooth, gleaming look.

Buffing your car

Before you buff your car, The News Wheel suggests washing, rinsing and drying it thoroughly with a
chamois cloth. Cover lights, moldings, badges and other elements with masking tape so they don’t get
scuffed in the process. Now you’re ready to buff your car.

Murphy recommends using an electric orbital buffer. You’ll also need buffing pads and buffing
compound. Working one small area at a time, evenly apply compound with a pad. Then, apply the
electric buffer in steady circles to the area until it turns gleaming and smooth. Be careful to hold the
buffer flat so it doesn’t hurt the paint surface. Continue this process until the entire car has been
buffed. If this is your first time buffing a car, try practicing on a small, less noticeable spot until you get
the hang of it.

If your paint coat is in decent shape, you can use the same process to polish it instead — just use car
polish in place of buffing compound.

Waxing your car

To wax your car, you’ll need car wax, an applicator pad and some microfiber cloths. With the pad, use
circular motions to evenly apply the wax to the car’s surface. Work in small areas like you did while
buffing. Once you’ve applied the wax to an area, wait for it to dry — the recommended time is often
printed on the wax container. Then, remove the wax with a microfiber cloth, again using circular
motions.

Once you’ve finished waxing your car, remove the masking tape from non-painted surfaces. Then,
The News Wheel recommends cleaning the windows and any other areas that may have buffing
compound or car wax splattered on them.



compound or car wax splattered on them.

If you don’t feel comfortable buffing or waxing your car yourself, you can have these tasks done by a
professional. Learning how to do it yourself will save you money in the long run, and you’ll come away
with a greater sense of accomplishment. Either way, incorporating buffing and waxing into your normal
car maintenance routine is a great way to preserve your car’s looks and improve its lifespan.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.  
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The Road Trip That Shaped My Son's Life
Thirteen years later, a father reflects on the college road trip that
changed everything

My son, Taliesin, recently turned thirty. A successful photojournalist and video producer, his work
includes films shot in Columbia and photo essays from Ghana. Though we never traveled
internationally when he was a child, his wanderlust—he lived on four continents by the time he was
twenty-three years old—was a direct result of a college-tour road trip we took thirteen years ago
through the Northeastern states.

The college tour is a rite of passage for many families in America, the eve of adulthood for the child
and the beginning of “goodbye” to the parent. Like the best of any travel experience, the final
destination rarely goes exactly as planned, which in Taliesin’s case has proven a very good thing.

For a West Coast kid, moving east can bring some trepidation and Taliesin was no exception. Our
inter-campus drives on that Lexus RX trip, from Boston to Ithaca and Williamstown to Providence,
allowed for plenty of conversation about the East Coast vs. West Coast college experiences. (I’d
performed a fair amount of personal research, having studied in Connecticut but graduated from a
college in Washington State.) It also allowed me to get to know my son’s maturing self via his music
proclivities, as his love for the DJ arts both dominated the audio system and expanded my own
musical horizons.

We visited a wide swath of picturesque campuses, but it was a side trip to Bard College between
Ithaca and Williamstown that greatly influenced Taliesin’s life. Really, we were visiting Bard mostly to
see the Richard B. Fisher Center for the Performing Arts, one of Frank Gehry’s most beautiful
buildings. (As you may have guessed, I’m a huge Gehry fan, hence my son being named for the
architect’s three studios/homes, each called Taliesin.)

We still have a photograph of my son sketching this Gehry masterpiece, a foreshadowing, perhaps, of
his academic, creative, and expat future, because it was at Bard that Taliesin later accepted an offer
of enrollment. Set in the Catskills beside the Hudson River, the school would nurture the artistic



devotion Taliesin had developed in high school, providing studio space, a DJ slot on a campus radio
station, and an opportunity to produce student-body events.

The school also provided a springboard for him to embark on a life spent abroad. Inspired by an
opportunity to live in Budapest during his junior year, Taliesin applied for a postgraduate Watson
Fellowship, a prestigious grant available to only 40 individuals annually. The grant provides research
funding for one year, with the only stipulation that recipients may not reenter the United States during
this time. For his grant, Taliesin studied DJ culture in Buenos Aires, São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Cape
Town, and finally Kingston, Jamaica—which today has become something of a second home for him.

Setting out on that road trip thirteen years ago, however, my thoughts went no further than a desire to
show my son the broadleaf forests of the Finger Lakes near Cornell and the gentle sloping hillsides of
the Catskills, as well as for him to feel the intellectual energy of Cambridge and the New England
ambience in Williamstown.

I could not have imagined that our lengthy conversations, his entertaining musical playlists, and some
of the Northeast’s most beautiful roads would all culminate in a solitary sketch of Gehry’s silver
performing arts space at Bard—a drawing that would come to signify my son’s life pursuits, as well as
etch the outlines of the impressive adult he would become.

By Crai Bower
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Have you met Ben Nguyen?

Hi, 

My name is Benjamin Nguyen. I was born and raised in Vietnam and lived with the communist regime
for 10 long years before I was able to get out of the country and immigrated to Rome, Italy when I
was 15 years old. 

I lived in Rome for one year and was able to immigrate again, this time to America. I lived in
Springfield, MO for 14 years and in 2000, I moved to Oklahoma City, OK for 13 years. That is where I
started my car business career with Honda. In 2013, I decided I had enough of tornadoes in
Oklahoma so I moved my young family to Las Vegas. I was with Lexus in Oklahoma City for 2 years
before joining Lexus of Las Vegas for the past 5 years. 

They called me the Vietnamese Cowboy here in Lexus of Las Vegas.  Please come visit me here at
Lexus of Las Vegas.

Best,
Benjamin Nguyen

Ben Nguyen at Lexus
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Lexus ES Hybrid
The 2018 Lexus ES Hybrid is luxury done efficiently

Lexus offers a number of hybrid models, and one of the best is the 2018 ES Hybrid, combining the
efficient power of a hybrid with the luxury amenities and premium systems of a luxury car.

Smart hybrid power

The 2018 Lexus ES Hybrid, also
named the ES 300h, is powered by
an intelligent hybrid system
composed of a 2.5-liter
gas-powered four-cylinder engine
connected to a high-output,
permanent-magnet, electric drive
unit for a combined system strength
of 200 horsepower. The engine
only sips on gas, though, delivering
an average 40 mpg in the city and
39 mpg on the highway* when
paired with an
electronically-controlled
continuously variable transmission.

Luxury features

Inside the cabin, the 2018 Lexus
ES Hybrid fulfills the expectations of a luxury brand with a number of standard and available comfort
features.

Among the standard features are the highly personalized 10-way power-adjustable driver’s and front
passenger’s seats that include lumbar support and height-adjustable headrests. The design of the ES
Hybrid gives the interior class-leading rear legroom in seats upholstered in NuLuxe seating material.

The available features add another layer to the ES Hybrid’s luxury, offering a power rear sunshade to
enhance back seat comfort. Front seats can both be heated and ventilated to keep the driver and front
passenger comfortable no matter the season.

Advanced safety

The 2018 Lexus ES Hybrid comes standard with the Lexus Safety System+, which gives the sedan a
strong collection of active safety features, including a pre-collision system with pedestrian detection
that watches for possible collisions. The system also offers audio and visual alerts, prepares Brake
Assist for increased braking response, and automatically engage the brakes should the driver not
respond in time.

These active safety systems supplement the ES Hybrid’s already impressive passive safety features,
including the reactive 10-airbag system, LED headlamps, and backup camera with dynamic gridlines.

With the performance and efficiency of a hybrid combined with the luxury of a Lexus, the 2018 Lexus
ES Hybrid is a standout in the mid-size sedan market.

*Preliminary mileage estimates determined by Lexus. EPA mileage estimates not available at time of
posting. Actual mileage will vary.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Lexus GX Performance
A true off-roading SUV

The 2018 Lexus GX is a full-size luxury SUV with off-road credentials few vehicles in its class can
match. If you need your SUV as capable off the road as on, the Lexus GX is it.

Powertrain

The 2018 Lexus GX comes with
one standard engine: a 4.6-liter V8
rated at 301 horsepower and 329
lb-ft of torque. Its snappy six-speed
automatic powertrain routes power
to all four wheels via a full-time
four-wheel-drive (4WD) system
complemented by a two-speed
transfer case and lockable center
differential. All of this means that
the Lexus GX can easily put power
to the ground in all kinds of
conditions that would give most
other vehicles trouble: on wet or icy
roads, dirt paths, sandy shores or
rocky trails. The cost of all that
capability is fuel economy — the
Lexus GX gets an EPA-estimated
18 mpg on the highway — but it is
well worth it for the ability to go
anywhere you please. Also notable is that the GX can accelerate from zero to 60 mph in just 7.8
seconds, which is fairly quick for an SUV.

Chassis

While the 2018 Lexus GX’s excellent powertrain manages how power is applied, the chassis ensures
the ride is up to the task. Every GX SUV is equipped with rear air springs and a Kinetic Dynamic
Suspension System — an electrohydraulic system that makes it easier for the wheels to articulate
over obstacles. When a wheel rises, the suspension presses down on the other to provide better
traction. A welcome side effect of this system is that it smoothes out the ride, ensuring it feels
comfortable even on twisty roads, which is usually a tall order for a vehicle of the GX’s height and
weight. And on the Luxury trim, the adaptive dampers make the ride feel even better. Finally, the
combination of the chassis and powertrain’s strength allow you to tow up to 6,500 pounds while
behind the wheel of this otherwise luxurious SUV.

Most SUVs are big, lumbering beasts of metal and rubber, with high centers of gravity and too much
weight to make them any good off the smooth asphalt. The 2018 Lexus GX’s off-road prowess makes
it a truly exceptional exception.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Lexus "Fast as h" Campaign Shatters Assumptions
About Hybrids
An agile and environmentally conscious lineup for modern drivers

Some people might view Lexus as a pricey, posh brand that places too much emphasis on interior
comfort and exterior aesthetics. However, the manufacturer offers a wide range of hybrid models that
incarnate eco-friendly function and
wise energy usage.  

The latest Lexus campaign, “Fast
as h,” is the brand’s attempt to
eliminate misconceived notions
about its capable hybrid lineup. As
vice president of Lexus marketing
Cooper Ericksen explained,
“People believe if they choose a
hybrid, they have to compromise
on performance, value or styling.
The new campaign seeks to prove
that hybrids are the very best
versions of our vehicles.”

The TV spot, dubbed “Cloudy with
a Chance of Truth,” depicts an LC
500h performance coupe set
against the minimalistic backdrop
of an empty gallery space. The car
nimbly maneuvers around the space, literally slicing through clouds that represent consumers’ doubts
about hybrids. The voiceover highlights the vehicle’s force, response and overall performance.

Lexus is leveraging the campaign to rebrand its hybrid models as more affordable, high-performance
products on par with its conventional gas engine models. As the commercial emphasizes, models
such as the LC 500h embody not just eco-friendly efficiency but also competitive gas mileage, a
smoother ride, pleasing acceleration and an extensive range.

With more than six models incorporating Lexus Hybrid Drive, the automaker is poised to take the lead
in luxury hybrid production. Staying true to its characteristic prioritization of performance, the brand
also offers consumers two F performance models and six F SPORT models.

As the “Fast as h” campaign depicts, the brand has turned its attention to promoting its hybrid models
and shattering assumptions about luxury hybrid vehicles. Whether you prefer a family-friendly luxury
crossover like the NXh model, or the speed demon LSh model that boasts an impressive 354
horsepower rating, Lexus delivers affluent style paired with cutting-edge technology to satisfy your
desire for elegance and power.

 

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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